**Second Floor Seating**

- Faculty Assembly Area
  - Rooms 123-126

**Faculty Party**

- Faculty Seating
- Doctoral Candidates and Escorts
- Masters – (A&S) MA, MAT, MFA, MPA, MS, (CBA) MA, MAcc, MBA, MOD, MS, MSA, (EDHD) MA, MED, MFCS, SPEC (H&HS), MPH, MS, MSCJ, MSIG, (CMA) MA, (TAAE) MARCH, MED LD, MIT

**Marshals**

- Arts and Sciences
- Business
- Education and Human Development
- Health and Human Services
- Music
- TAAE, Firelands

**Faculty Party**

- Presidents’ Party
- Student Line A and Line B proceed simultaneously
- Faculty follows students
- Presidents’ Party follow faculty

**Assembly Area**

- H&HS, CMA, TAAE & Firelands

**Movement Map**

Saturday, August 5, 2017

**Student Seating**

- 17 chairs per row
- 28 rows

**Platform**

**Second Floor Seating**

**Bookstore and Regalia**

**Schmidt Horst Pavilion**

**Graduates’ Entrance**
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